
Marketing the Soul Led Way
Masterclass



I help conscious change makers create a soul led strategy, completely aligned to you and your brand. So
you can fall in love with your marketing and create content from a place of joy, fun and genuine
connection, to naturally attract your soul aligned clients.

My name is Katie Johns & I'm a Soul Led Business & Marketing Strategy Mentor

A bit about me 



Here's what we are going to cover today

What is Soul Led Marketing

4 levels of consciousness

My method - The Soul Led Content Marketing Method (and why you
might find this way of marketing better suited to you)

The 10 P's of Soul Led Marketing and how to check if you are in
alignment with them / the impact being out of alignment can have.

 



What is Soul Led marketing 

Soul + Energy + Action
 

✨Connecting into your soul calling - This is what your soul REALLY wants (not what your ego tells you what you can
have) & setting intentions from this place 

✨Really feeling into this and embodying the energy, so you are Being & operating from this place now
 
✨ Follow the nudges, your intuition and take aligned, inspired action (even if it doesn't always make sense)

It empowers you to fully connect to your soul desires, embody the energy of success, listen to your intuition, follow your
nudges and fully embrace being all of you, 

so you can experience true happiness, fulfilment and abundance.
 
 

Soul led marketing is about creating a strategy that is completely aligned to you & your soul, one that feels good,
fun,  exciting and expansive.

It supports the way you want to live your life, run your business and the things that you want to achieve. 
This isn't another off the shelf blueprint.  



Traditional way Soul led way
Operating purely from your head, logic only.
A > B linear / goal orientated approach
Strategy first
Can feel constricting
Pushing & Hustling
Trying to work out the best way to do everything in your head
Listening to all of the advice but not listening to yourself
Being everywhere with out knowing why
Selling
Focusing purely on your clients and how you can get them to buy
more
Rules, tactics, methods regardless of how they make you feel
Saying what you think your customers want to hear (to get the sale)
Must get more followers, numbers, names on your mailing list to be
successful
FOMO, scarcity, pain points, lack to get more sales
Creating products/services we think will appeal and sell (but we
don't really like or feel connected too)
Can lack soul, passion and meaning (for you and others)
Un-conscious (not really thinking about the bigger picture/impact)

Connecting to your heart, soul & instincts with your head for support
A > B Setting goal/intentions but open to other possibilities (this or
something better)
You first
Feels light & expansive
Balancing feminine (creative) & masculine (action) energies
Listening to your inner guidance
Trusting yourself & only listening to advice if it feels aligned to you
Being selective about where you spend your energy
Serving
Focusing on yourself and how what you do serves your clients
Conscious of how our marketing makes us (and others ) feel and
honouring that (this isn't about avoiding fear but knowing the
difference)
Being completely authentic and coming from a place of total
integrity
Making connections with the right type of people for your work
Nurturing, honest & authentic relationships and adding value
Creating the most amazing products / services that we can not wait
to share with the world
Full of soul, love and passion for what you do.
Conscious (legacy / ethics)



Be conscious of how conscious you are
 

You have the power to create the life, business and dreams that you want.
 

You get to choose your reality

“We don't see things as they are, we see them as we are”
ANAÏS NIN



To me / victim consciousness

By me / manifestor consciousness

Through me / Channeller consciousness

As me / Being consciousness
 

Peter Sage & Michael Beckwith both speak about this - great stuff on YouTube.

The 4 stages of consciousness & growing/marketing your business



We have all been in this level before
This is where we believe life is happening to us
We look at the external reasons that things are not working for us
We let life happen to us and simply react to what is happening
We let circumstances/life events/our current situation determine our reality
We blame others or situation for why we haven't achieved what we had hoped

To me / victim consciousness

Moving to the next level in our business is really empowering, once we have been here

 



This is where we take matters into our own hands
We believe that life is happening by us (and the effort we put in)
This is the high achiever, entrepreneurial stage
We get stuff done, no matter what
If one thing doesn't work, we try another
We push and we strive
We get results but we are often exhausted
We manifest but we might not be sure how
We achieve 'success' but we are still not happy / fulfilled / it doesn't look or feel like we
hoped

By me / manifestor consciousness

Moving to the next level of consciousness in our business allows for more ease and flow

 



This is  flow
This is where we start to learn to trust
We start following our inner guidance
We start to take inspired action
The right people or opportunities start happening at the right time.
We learn to start surrendering to a life that is evolving through us
We loosen our grip on control and learn to lean into uncertainty
We feel happier and more at peace here but often find it hard not to slip back into 'By
me'

Through me / Channeller consciousness (and soul led way)

Moving to the next level of consciousness in our business allows for infinite possibilities

 



You give up the illusion of seperation
You know you are the Universe
You understand that every person, experience or thing is a reflection of you (this is
incredibly useful to know!!)
Life is your choosing
And if you are not loving it, you choose again
We except we are experiencing everything we need to create our intention (good & bad) 
 Everything is aligning us to our intention. It's only bad if we attach that meaning to it
This practice can really help to keep our energy high and the energetics of marketing our
business are so important also.

As me /  Being consciousness

Here we are in a state of total awareness of our connection to all life, able to create life as us.

 



To run your business the soul led way, you need to be
in flow, connected to soul and aligned to key areas of
your business and this is the process I take my clients

through.



How do you know if you are out of flow with the Universe (alignment)
Out of Flow
 Disenchanted 
 Burnt out
 Procrastinate
 You don't do your marketing / put it off / don't enjoy it
 Don't know what to write / what content to create
 lack confidence
You lack clarity, around who you are, what you do, who you

serve, the transformations you offer
 Struggle to communicate the benefits of your work 
You're attracting the wrong clients
You're not getting good engagements / leads / opportunities
You are afraid of putting yourself out there 
Unsure how you can stand out from the crowd 
 Blueprint after blueprint
 Spaghetti at the wall approach to marketing
Get ill a lot
 Unhappy
 Uncertain
Comparing yourself to others

 You're stuck
 Your business isn't evolving

In Flow

 You feel really connected to what you are putting out into the world 
 You have infectious enthusiasm for your business and who you serve 
 You want so shout it from the rooftops 
 You become more consistent 
 You are more visible
  You start getting more engagement on your posts
 You give off great energy 
 You feel amazing 
 You fall in love with what you do all over again 
 You feel really clear and confident about your business/ message.
  You want to embrace your marketing 
  Feel passionate about sharing your message 
 Your audience starts growing with the right kind of people
 You attract soul aligned clients and opportunities
  You start feeling better about yourself and your business.
 Feeling more positive and proud.
 You don’t feel icky about selling anymore
 You stop looking externally for answers and comparing yourself 
  You become your message





Are you being all of you in your life, business and marketing?

Are you Being the real you and stepping into the energy of your next level self now?

Connecting to soul and your intuition - take time to connect to soul every single day

What is the best practice for you? Journalling / meditation / run / walking in nature  get out of your head and
into your body - If I could give you one thing!!

Looking after your health / sleep / movement / hydration

What are you own personal policies that you live and run your business by
I believe the Universe is always conspiring in my favour
I only work with the most amazing soul aligned clients
I trust I always make the right decisions in my life and business
I know money is always flowing to me
I always choose love over fear

 Power : 



Purpose : 

Is to become the fullest expression of you.

Expansion - The Universe is always expanding. This is your purpose too, you do this by following your bliss and
guidance on a daily basis.

Inspired action (sometimes no action at all)

Passion:

This is your soul work. The things that don't feel like work at all. That you absolutely love and light you up. Your
bliss hits. 

 



People : 

Who are your soul aligned clients? Who do you most love to work with - you get to choose

What are you personal policies about who you will and won't work with? 

What are your energetic boundaries

Support - community, friendships, business buddies and mentors

Promotions : 

Services and offers that you love so much you can't wait to share them with the world.

Are your programs aligned with how you love to work and deliver?

Are you charging correctly?

 



Personality : 

How could you make your marketing more fun? 

What content do you love to create? How do you love to serve and add value? 

What platform excites you? What way of communicating excites you? 

Are you holding yourself back in some way?

The magic is within you. Your experiences, your view on life and how you share that with others.

Principles : 

What are your core values (and your business) that run through everything you do and that resonate with your
soul mate clients? 

Are you being true to these? Are they reflective in your work / website / content etc?

Are your core values being reflected in what you do and your marketing? 

Run everything through this filter.



Perspective : 

What is your BIG Vision for you, your business, your life, your legacy. 

What is your personal version of success? Does your business / products, the people you work with support
that? (soul not ego!)

Are you goals based on your model of success (or somebody else's?) Are you clear how you want your
work/life blend to be?

Positioning : 

How do you want your brand to be experienced? How do you want your soul aligned clients to feel when they
work with you? What do you want to be known for? What is your brand story and what stories do you want to
tell? 

What is the soul of your brand and what you do? Where is the resonance and trust going to come from (you
being your most authentic self in your work and your brand).

What stories do you want to share? Are you using story pillars relevant that encapsulate all of this?



Plan : 

Does your business and marketing strategy reflect and honour all of this? 

Are you fully embodying all of what you want to achieve and BE now? 

Or are you playing small? Out of alignment in anyway, what are the intentions you need to set in each area to
grow to the next level

Create a unique and holistic plan to support  you with all of this, including the energy work you need to do and
the action you need to take.



"When I hear a coach say to survey your audience to find out what
to create / sell in your business...I wonder how they are

experiencing any fulfilment or purpose.
You are not here to create what your audience thinks they want.
You are here to tap into your soul, listen to your truth and create
what you feel called, pulled, drawn, led and destined to create' 

Amanda Frances - Self Made Multi Millionaire



Actions
What activity could you start to incorporate into your life on a regular basis (ideally daily) to start
connecting with your inner self? Walking in nature / meditation / journalling?

Have you identified some areas that you are not currently in flow / alignment? If you have what
intentions can you make to address these?

How could you make your marketing more fun, easy and more you. What don't you enjoy that you
could change?

Journal prompt: Where am I not being all of me in my business/content marketing right now? 
Why am I scared to show this part of me? What would it mean for my business if I did?

 



Q&A



Thank you 
If you have any questions please come and join my gorgeous soul led community over on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/groups/soulledmarketing
 

or you can find me on Instagram @lovablemedia or at www.lovablemedia.com
 


